DXX FRONT I/O

Overview
The front I/O module for DX series cases allows you to replace the included case front I/O
with an alternative preferred or upgraded one, meaning you can choose the I/O to suit your
requirements or upgrade to newer ports when they become available.
The front I/O module consists of the power button PCB / glass assembly and the front port
with cable, all mounted on a machined aluminium body which is finished in a choice of
colours to match your case.
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Introduction to the Front I/O Assembly

Front Port Cable

Front I/O Body

The front I/O is secured to the case using 4 HEX screws and should not be confused with
any other screws used to assemble the case. It is preferable to perform the front I/O
replacement without any components installed in the case, but in can also be done by only
removing hardware that will obstruct or hinder your ability to remove and replace these 4
screws. The power switch cable should be removed before removing the existing front I/O
but there is no need to unscrew the Type-C cable from the module unless it is proving
difficult to remove. It is important that the case remain stationary during this procedure to
avoid having to make any adjustments to the frame position.

Removal

Fitting

Ensure the power switch cable is unplugged from the front module and the USB cable is
disconnect from the motherboards (if installed). Remove the existing front I/O module by
unscrewing the 4 HEX screws with the allen key supplied. When all 4 screws are removed,
the front I/O module should be free to come away from the case. The existing front I/O and
screws can be stored should you with to use it again in future.

To install the new front I/O module simply reverse the procedure by placing the USB cable
though the opening in the front of the case then securing the module to front panel using the
4 screws supplied. Ensure enough force is applied to the screws to correctly secure the
module but do not to over tighten to avoid damaging the thread . With the front I/O now
secure, connect the cables and finish the build.
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